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Adhesivos Orcajada was founded in July 1995 and since then the company has been
making all kinds of adhesive labels at its facility, which covers more than 10,000 m2 and is based
at La Serreta Industrial Estate in Molina de Segura, Murcia.
Although the company
is relatively young, Adhesivos
Orcajada promoters, staff and
partners have amassed more than
30 years of experience in
manufacturing adhesive labels.
Our company has
various departments (sales, graphic
design, printing plates lab,
production, storage, in-house
distribution, etc.) staffed by a team of more than 180 professionals, enabling all the tasks involved
in the manufacture of adhesive labels to be done in-house. This means we can carry out our own
quality control and preserve a high level of confidentiality in the work we take on.
The company has the latest
equipment and technology in flexographic
printing, with eight machines printing up
to nine colours made by the Gallus Group
(a highly prestigious company in the sector,
specifically Arsoma machinery) as well as
four machines for up to ten colours (two
of which are serigraphic) from the OMET
Group, plus TAU 330 RSC digital printing
equipment made by the Durst Group. All
this machinery, together with other auxiliary
equipment (cutting, stamping and
numbering machines, etc.) allows us to
obtain a finished product to the highest
market standards, in terms of both quality
and price.
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Adhesivos Orcajada was proud to
receive the FIRST PRIZE FOR BEST BUSINESS
PROJECT OF THE YEAR IN 1996 awarded by
Molina de Segura City Council, along with
recognition from the Department of
Employment and Industry and from the Region
of

Murcia

Autonomous

Community

Development Institute. In addition to this, the
Managing Director of Adhesivos Orcajada was
nominated as CANDIDATE FOR ENTREPRENEUR OF THE YEAR, a national award given by the
following organisations:
ENST & YOUNG, LA CAIXA, IBM, CINCO DIAS newspaper and IESE Universidad de Navarra. In
2003 Adhesivos Orcajada also received a Special Mention for the Mercury Prize for Industry.
Our high degree of commitment to meeting our customers' needs and the quality
of the products we make has led Adhesivos Orcajada to invest in spacious facilities equipped
with the very latest machinery in the flexographic industry. Our machines can produce a huge
range of adhesive labels with the most complex and demanding finishes on the market.
By constantly adding the very latest technology to our production and finishing
lines, we are able to work with machines supplied by Gallus Group®, Omet Group® and the
most modern digital technology supplied by Durst Group®. This, plus our ongoing and proactive
R&D+i work, has consolidated our
reputation as a modern, effective
company able to take on the
challenges posed by the market and
has contributed decisively to
guaranteeing the commitment to
quality we acquire with our products
and our customers.
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One of Adhesivos Orcajada's
biggest assets, and the foundations of its
good practice, are the professionals based
in the various departments, all of whom
work together to shape and drive this great
company forward.
Our work teams are made up of
groups of competitive, dynamic and
creative people who can adapt easily to
the changing market. Their highly professional approach and specific training means they can
work effectively on a daily basis to serve our broad and varied customer base.
At present, Adhesivos Orcajada has a total of five departments, enabling the
company to tackle any project:
• Sales Department.
The initial contact with customers made by this Department allows us to get an idea of their
needs. From then onwards, a group of professionals will help resolve any queries and approach
their request in a way that guarantees the work will be done satisfactorily in terms of quality,
service and costs.
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• Design and Pre-printing Department.
Like the Sales Department, the Design and
Pre-printing Department is another major
channel of communication, enabling customers
to see their ideas come alive as they work
alongside our professionals. They can make
changes

and

variations

to

already

manufactured products and get advice on
issues concerning production, finish details,
materials and so on, getting the most accurate
view of what the end result will look like.

• Manufacturing Department.
The main force driving Adhesivos Orcajada
forwards is the Manufacturing Department,
where original ideas become reality and where
we finally make physical contact with
something that up to that moment only existed
virtually.

• Dispatch and Distribution Department.
Following the painstaking preparation and
production process we reach the area where
we send all the manufactured goods to our
customers in the best transport conditions. To
do this we have our own fleet of vehicles as
well as partnerships with leading transport
companies who travel all over the country
guaranteeing top quality deliveries.
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• Accounts Department.
With a team of highly qualified staff, the work of this Department guarantees we
maintain a good financial relationship with all our customers. This allows us to carry out our
day to day activity and ensure stability and continuity for everyone who, either directly or
indirectly, relies to a certain extent on our work. It also means that our customers can be sure
that they can count on us for future projects.
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All the above measures enable Adhesivos Orcajada to offer a huge range of
products that includes the following:
• Thermal transfer labels
• Thermal labels (protected and unprotected)
• Labels with thermal printing
• Numbered labels
• “Scratch” labels
• Peel and seal labels
• Relief printed labels
• Reverse printed labels
• Serigraphic printed labels
• Braille printed labels
• Anti-theft, radio-frequency labels
• Holographic labels
• Labels for industry in general
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This wide range of products means we have a presence across a huge variety of
industrial sectors such as wines, fruit and vegetables, chemicals, sweets and candies, food,
cosmetics, etc., distributed across the whole of Spain and Portugal.
We are also suppliers for several Regulatory Boards and Designations of Origin,
including the following:
•La Mancha
• Manchuela
• Ribera del Júcar
• Montilla-Moriles
• Ribera del Guadiana
• Terra Alta
• Priorat
• Consejo de Jerez
• Consejo de Jabugo
• Comissão Vitivinicola Regional do Dão
• Comissão Vitivinícola Regional da Península de Setúbal
• Comissão Vitivinícola Regional da Beira Interior
• Comissão Vitivinícola Regional Alentejana
• Comissão Vitivinícola da Bairrada
• Comissão Vitivinícola Regional do Ribatejo
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Adhesivos Orcajada is committed to TOTAL QUALITY and the company's Quality
Management System is certified as compliant with the requirements of BRC Global Standards
for Food Safety. This regulatory framework provides our products with the quality guarantees
demanded by producers, distribution chains and consumers, based on standards set by the
regulations and verified by yearly audit procedures.

The main requirements set out in this management system focus on food safety
and the principles of HACCP (Hazard Analysis and Critical Control Points), an approach
established jointly by the FAO and the WHO. However, our system places special emphasis on
food industry facilities and their suppliers and adds system management improvements currently
lacking in the HACCP.

Adopting and complying with the BRC standard is not compulsory nor legally
required, instead it is a voluntary measure put in place by Adhesivos Orcajada in order to
guarantee the highest standards of management and production quality. It also allows the
company to access certain markets with very strict requirements in the areas described above.
In terms of the products and raw materials involved across the entire production process, we
take care to choose those whose composition makes them environmentally friendly, non-toxic
and biodegradable, with even suitable for using to make compost. This commitment ensures
that we can safeguard the health of everyone who handles and uses the end product, plus it
helps respect the environment, as all our raw materials are fully recyclable.
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The achievements obtained up to now in terms of the quality of our products and
our guarantee of a fast production turnaround have always gone hand-in-hand with our use
of top quality raw materials and the very latest in modern machinery. All our equipment is
used in accordance with the standards set by both manufacturers and suppliers. A good
example of this is our Kodak Certification for making KODAK FLEXCEL NX plates. This certification
programme guarantees printers and trademark holders that the plates are made by certified
suppliers and produced in compliance with a global standard.

By using a series of tests we are able to show that the plates produced for printing
have been made in full compliance with the standard Kodak global specification. This specification
requires a set of features at the highest levels of efficiency, stability and quality in the printing
sector. This certification process is backed by extensive data measurement and recommendations
from satisfied customers.

The Adhesivos Orcajada quality policy statement is based on amply fulfilling our
customers' expectations by making an effective product that meets the most exacting
requirements and complies with all applicable regulations.

Another key feature of our quality policy is the continuous
improvement of our manufacturing process by involving the people
anddepartmentsthatmakeupAdhesivosOrcajada,bothindividually
and as a whole. We work with all our staff on their training
and ensure they are fully committed to all our
manufacturing and customer service processes.
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www.adhesivos-orcajada.es
e-mail: orcajada@adhesivos-orcajada.es
Apartado de correos 2108
Polígono Industrial La Serreta
C/. Arrecife-Jamaica, Zona 4
Telf.: 968 64 46 00 - Fax: 968 64 47 74
30500 MOLINA DE SEGURA
Murcia • España

